
TRIGGERED BY THE

trigger definition: 1. a part of a gun that causes the gun to fire when pressed: 2. an event or situation, etc. that causes
something to start: 3. something that causes.

For people who are recovering from physical violence, some of these stories â€” even the ones told in
solidarity â€” can be a psychological trigger. Yet the APA suggests trigger warnings may count as
accommodations in some cases. In some cases, a sensory trigger can cause an emotional reaction before a
person realizes why they are upset. When a person is in a threatening situation, they may engage in a fight or
flight response. Some of that involves creating an emotional toolkit to guard against the worst of these storms.
A person could also be triggered by internal processes such as stress. Take to social media and plan blackout
for victims times for victims of domestic assault. Plan for a calm moment. One of the functions neglected
during a fight or flight situation is short-term memory formation. There is little research on the effectiveness
of classroom trigger warnings. A trigger can cause hours, days, or even weeks of emotional pain. For example,
a person recovering from anorexia may be triggered by photos of very thin celebrities. Warnings are often
reserved for common triggers such as images of violence. The exact brain functioning behind triggers is not
fully understood. Habit formation also plays a strong role in triggering. Be active. Sometimes, awareness is the
only protection you have. Deliberately triggering a person with PTSD could be a form of discrimination.
Federal law does not specifically address trigger warnings. Practice self-care by having a plan in place when
you know the news cycle will involve triggers for you. According to the American Psychological Association
APA , triggers are often more distressing if they come as a surprise. This reminder can cause a person to feel
overwhelming sadness, anxiety, or panic. What Are Trigger Warnings? Thus, generic warnings on classroom
content may be less effective. Some claim trigger warnings promote censorship. The more sensory
information is stored, the easier a memory is to recall. When a person gets in the car, their brain expects them
to follow the same routine and light a cigarette. Web MD. There has been much public debate over whether
this practice is appropriate for classrooms.


